EHCOLO delivery program of Packing equipment
BAGGING MACHINES

FFS bagging machines forms the bag, fills it and seal it, using flat PE film or tubular film both from a roll. Bag sizes 5 - 130 litres or 5 - 50 kg. Form: flat, gusseted, block bottom, carrying handle etc.

Capacity: up to 2200 bags per hour

Open mouth bag weighing and bagging machines for all types and sizes of open mouth bags. With or without automatic bag placer. Bag sizes: 5 - 50 kg.

Capacity: up to 1600 bags per hour

Weighing and bagging in valve bags, with or without automatic bag placer. Different types of dosing depending on product. Bag sizes: 10 - 50 kg.

Option: Ultrasonic welding

Capacity up to 2000 bags per hour

EHCOLO PALLETISERS FOR BAGS AND BOXES

EHCOLO STRONG POINTS

► Very compact machine
► Servo motors with absolute encoder on all positioning axis
► Best energy efficiency on the market
► All motors are now either servo controlled, or frequency controlled
► Low maintenance (no brakes, all motors are running with soft start and stop)
► User friendly touch screen (18.3"
► Remote access to all data in the machine
► Less sensors due to the servomotors

See more and videos on ehcolo.com

Capacities: 100 - 2500 bags or boxes per hour
STRETCH WRAPPER AND HOOD STRETCHER

We have the full program in top quality full automatic stretch wrappers, strapping machines and lines and hood stretchers, either in connection with our “whispering” palletisers or as stand-alone supply.

TURNKEY PACKING LINES

High capacity Turnkey packing line for bag products inclusive of Bagging Machine–Palletiser–Stretch Wrapper or Hood Stretcher

Peat bagging - palletising - hood stretching.
Note also automatic stacking of 5-high bags followed by wrapping and then palletising.

Bio fuel pellets bagging-palletising-stretch wrapping

Flour bagging - palletising - stretch hooding

Palletising of empty bag bundles
That we could do this also, we proved in 2016, where we commissioned a turnkey palletising-strapping-wrapping line in Australia, 1300 bundles per hour. New at this project was never before palletising on L = 2200 mm long pallets, see photo.
Capacity up to 1800 bundles per hour.
EHCOLO is specialized in designing, manufacturing and supplying turnkey packing lines, consisting of bagging machines for any type of bags, palletisers for any type of product, stretch wrapper or hood stretcher, for capacities from 0 – 2500 units per hours. Many references. Single machines can of course be supplied also.

EHCOLO is a share holders company, founded in 1987. The majority share holder is the Managing Director Hans Andersen, the son Ole Andersen is Sales Director.

EHCOLO’S mission:
To design, manufacture and supply the best, most reliable and highest quality automatic packing equipment for any type of bags and boxes/cartons. To offer standard as well as tailor made solutions for all budgets.

The EHCOLO range is being successfully exported throughout the world.

Warranty standard: 2 years on all parts.
All our palletisers now with servo control and re-use of all braking energy.
Of course supplied with VPN internet router and possible connected IP camera, so that control from anywhere is possible.

Contact us for any further information.